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Abstract  Review Article 
 

Introduction: For 30 years, already, in Serbia it is written to competent ones in Health Ministry, health institutions 

directors and appropriate faculties deans, asking them to react concerning mortality caused by cardiovascular diseases 

(CVD), cancer, diabetes and other diseases, but nobody does. Presented data about deaths from CVD and cancer, are 

compared with deaths from corona virus, having the same cause which is easy to eliminate from living space. All that 

is in the Earth magnetic field (EMF) gets magnetic properties (MP). Diamagnetic can become paramagnetic, 

depending on environment in which it is. Abnormal EMF increase by artificial magnetics (remanent and induced 

magnetization) and electromagnetics, because magnetic properties are additive and get EMF higher than natural, called 

anomalous magnetic fields (AMF). They are measured by protonic magnetometer "unimag II", American production. 

Aim: To prove that living world is assemblage of electrical beings. To point electrical potential in body generator. 

Point AMF enormous pathological power from environment and show how it affects the living environment. Show 

how an old organism functions and how a young one concerning immune system and old age. Explain why aging 

occurs and why old people get more easily diseased by almost all diseases. Show what EMF is in bioworld and what 

happens to a monozygotic twin brother who lived in cosmos for one year (what chages are noticed). Also, explain 

what is noticed after cosmonaut's return to Earth and compared with his twin brother on Earth. Official experts cannot 

explain how EMF changes life in cosmos and on Earth. Present experiment results in Psychiatric Clynics, where 

patients lived for 30 days in AMF and other 30 days in natural EMF, with laboratory results of both locations; they 

were 40 schizophrenic patients. The experts who followed results noticed nothing while processing the data. Cliearly 

present a mother cell division into two baby cells, than make understand breathing. It is necessary to say how and why 

corona virus appears, how it functions and how to fight it easily. Show statistics of diseased by CVD, cancer, diabetes 

and corona virus. Give full picture of errors of official medical science about cancer causes (radioactive radation and 

sunbathing), why are they, wrongly, called cancerogenous. Finally, explain why smoking and dabetes are considered 

risk factors for a great number of diseases, and official science could not clear it. Methodology: The used scientific 

works published in international journals are listed below in Literature, being this work's basic methodological lead. 

Unknown physiological and pathological processes with people are explained. From published works it is clear that 

AMF are lots of diseases cause. Results: Clearly presented are physiology, cells division, breathing, heart and central 

nervous system functioning unclear things, showing that humans are electrical beings and that chemical substances are 

electrical impulses products. School and faculty textbooks should be innovated based on the published scientific 

works, and in pathology, dominant diseases are CVD, cancer, diabetes, having one cause - AMF from environment. 

These results are compared with corona virus mortality - interesting to register, because from appropriate science there 

are no comments, and cause is AMF, easy to eliminate. Explanation about virus entering into host cells and its 

functoning with AMF increase. Suggested is how to stop mortality by removing AMF from patients' living spaces. 

Aging is explained and why old people easily get sick if they live in AMF, than when AMF is removed as disease 

cause and they live in natural EMF the expected life lenght is over 90 years, what, during these 30 years of work, has 

been proved, there are 15 persons who lived over 90 years after moving them away from AMF, and some are still alive 

and observed. Conclusion: Humans are magnetic and electromagnetic beings. All chemicals are electrical impulses 

products. Life is created according to magnetic code enabled by EMF and cosmic radiation (CR) and end of all beings 

will be when EMF disappears, as it happened on planet Venus. Biology-medical sceince should consider physical 

fields in order to prolong life on Earth and eliminate hard diseases (cancer, CVD, diabetes, autoimmune diseases etc.) 

caused by AMF, what is possible only by removing AMF from people's living spaces, what prolongs healthy life. 

Shown is that radioactivity and sunbathing are not malignant diseases causes and it is wrong to consider them as 

cancer causes. It is explained how diabetes and smoking help lots of diseases appearance, but only with AMF as a 

cause. Conclusion is given how and why younger people get CVD, cancer and, recently, informed through media, 

corona virus because living spaces are polluted by AMF from environment, because of too much use of phones - fixed 
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and mobile, earphones, computers, televisions, printers, home furniture is more than 90% with ferromagetic and 

paramagnetic materials. Complete electrification of living spaces is a great generator of AMF and electromagnetic 

field as living spaces pollutant, but nobody pays attention to it and it is a real wonder that there are no more diseases 

and mortality. The reason is because people move around a lot, what makes body viscous magnetisation, appeared by 

AMF from environment, to dissaper, it is helpful in such a bad situation. Respected authorities should understand this 

with responsibility and start fighting AMF at work and living environments.  

Keywords: EMF, electric beings, old age and young age, AMF, corona virus. 
Copyright © 2021 The Author(s): This is an open-access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International 

License (CC BY-NC 4.0) which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium for non-commercial use provided the original 

author and source are credited. 

 

INTRODUCTION 
It is high time that biology-medical science 

understands that in bioworld rule magnetic and 

electrmagnetic forces and that the great importance of 

Earth magnetic field (EMF) must be considered, 

because: "Remember well, all in EMF mgnetizes and 

that diamagnetic properties are relative, not absolute, 

meaning that they can be paramagnetics if basic 

environment magnetically changes, what frequently 

happens during metabilism. Then, two things must be 

understood: 1. Probably, you think that we are only 

physical matter, but not, we are magnetic and electrical 

beings. 2. Proteins, enzymes, hormones, 

neurotransmitters are only by-products of, always, 

present magnetic and electric impulses." Who 

understands always present covalent and coordinative 

chemical connection must understand that, exactly, 

these connections enable magnetic attraction of 

chemical elements nucleus (boron magnetons), and 

then, electromagnetic nucleus forces make electrones 

moving. 

 

CNS functioning is generated due to cosmic 

radiation (soft component) of electrical potential in the 

form of action potential, moving through nervous 

tissues along entire body, enables all organs functioning 

and heart and brain functioning, too. Also, presented are 

mental diseases causes, being variable magnetic fields 

and AMF from environment [1, 3].  

 

Earth physical fields are fundamental for 

appearance, duration and end of life on planet Earth. 

EMF are the most important, first, for life creation on 

Earth. Thus enabling a mother cell division into two 

baby cells, helped by Crossing Over in such way 

evolution of living world goes on Earth [6]. MP of 

breather [2] are fundamental and appeared due to EMF 

enabling human beings breathing.  

 

It is clear that Earth magnetic fields (EMF) 

enable MP of each cell in organism. Magnetisation 

centeres are in organelles and the strongest are in each 

cell's nucleus. Of all organism cells, the strongest 

magnetisation have neurons because they have a very 

thin cytoplasm, and most oftenly, there is none, but only 

cells' nuclei. Proofs that nervous cells magnetic forces 

are the most important properties for central nervous 

system (CNS) functioning are in Literature 2, 3.  

 

It is not excessive to show another two 

examples of cell's magnetic properties, as it follows: 

There are evergreen kinds of trees which, when 

replanted, must be marked with orientation concerning 

world poles from the place in which they were before, 

only then they can be replanted in another place, then 

they will not fade. Why? Because the tree cells are 

magnetised and metabolism is done helped by MP in 

direction N-S, and they cannot grow because 

metabolism is not done normally if they were not 

marked properly before replanting. It is known that, at 

first, Vikings used an ordinary tree floating on still 

water for orientation N-S when travelling, because it 

can show EMF direction, what is a clear proof that all 

cells are magnetised and oriented in EMF. 

 

Central Nervous System (CNS) 

CNS is electric potential (EP) generator, 

which, with MP and action potential, does everything in 

organism. EP appears due to cosmic radiation (soft 

component) by affecting, mostly, oxygen (O2) because 

in CNS there are ten times more of it compared with 

other organs. Cerebral cortex with 6 layers has 40 times 

more O2 than other body organs [3]. This composition 

and construction of cerebral cortex enables it to work as 

a condenser or accumulator, filled with potential during 

sleep time and emitted during awake, i.e. durning its 

work time [1, 3]. Memorizing and remebering are 

clearly explained in Literature 1 and 3. 

 

Each human being has unique anatomic brain 

properties, resulting from genetic factor and bio-

geographycal environment with various Earth magnetic 

fild intensities.  

 

It is very important to explain how do potential 

differencies between CNS regions and other body parts 

occur. Electric potential generator in brain is cosmic 

radiation (CR), enabled by different concentration of 

oxygen between brain regions and other body parts. It is 

known that brain uses ten times more oxygen for its 

functioning than other body parts. Cerebral cortex, 

functioning of which is very little known although it is 

the biggest part of nervous system, uses four times more 

oxygen than other brain regions. That is why in CNS, 

and especially in cerebral cortex, arise many electrons 

and ions produced by CR, with presence of oxygen 

great quantity (O2, 40 times more than in other body 

parts). This gives high potentials in brain, so electrons 
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and ions flow toward lower potential. Through neuron 

nets tissues and synapses, micro-currents go towards 

autonomous organs (by autonomous nervous system), 

and by peripherial nervous system the entire body is 

supplied with current. This kind of electrons and ions 

movement is enabled by electric resistance, which is 

very high in skull and cerebrospinal fluid.  

 

Brain Functioning 

Brain is our body's manager. Manages and 

controls everything we do, both in awake state and in 

sleep. Brain manages all life important functions during 

organism's survival. For all human emotions there are 

many parts functioning together, and basic are: 

cerebrum, cerebellum, brainstem, hypophysis gland, 

hypothalamus, etc. CNS is the most complex organ in 

human body. Learning, memorizing, thoughts, 

conscience and intelligence are under brain's control. 

Simultaneously, it sends and receives multitude signals 

from all body parts and environment. Brain maintains 

conscience, making humans reasonable and moral 

beings.  

 

CNS function consists of complex electric and 

magnetic actions. All these happenings in neurons and 

synapses have bioelectrical and biochemical basis, 

meaning perception, thoughts, emotions, learning and 

remembering [12].  

 

All events are registered by senses' sensors, 

then relays of reticulum-thalamic system, finally, multi-

layered cerebrum cortex. CNS cells are neurons 

arranged in CNS and with various dimensions, forms 

and MP. To get a clear picture of brain functioning, 

study Literature [1, 3] at the end of this work, the author 

can give these publications.  

 

Inborn Instincts 

In CNS are centers for all functions, also the 

inborn ones, such as: parental, food, survival, thirst and 

sexual. These neurons centers are codedly magnetised 

by EMF when created (formed) in uterus, already. 

Particular senses sensors (sensory stimulations) after 

birth produce micro-current impulses, which in neurons 

of particular centers create, by resonant electromagnetic 

fields, return micro-currents as CNS response to 

internal and external stimulations (what is exactly the 

same as with memorized informations automatically 

going back into our senses). These micro-currents 

stimulate motoric functions of some glands to discharge 

substances satisfying inborn organism's needs and 

muscles to react to stimulations from inborn instincts 

centers.  

 

Important is the following: Already, before 

child's birth love for a certain work that this person will 

do in life can be developed, suggesting that persons can 

be formed with inborn talent for various professions, 

but with a great work to perform it, only in this way the 

talents can be manifested.  

 

Memory 

Human memory is based on neurons 

communication by coded magnetic inductions it can be 

passed from one to anoter neuron (these are thoughts in 

brain). So, it can be concluded that signals in brain can 

be conveyed between neurons even if they do not touch 

each other, i.e., when between them there are no 

synapses to connect them. In other words, cells 

communicate through coded electromagnetic induced 

field. In these cases, neurons send coded signals, which 

are thoughts, to neighboring neurons, what is the same 

with radio and television. Telepathy is known as 

conveying thoughts to a distance. Brain sends a thought 

wave, which in fact is coded micro-electromagnetic 

wave of a particular frequency and wave lenght, this 

bran is transmitter or sender. Another brain is receiver, 

receiving these same coded electromagnetic waves and 

reproduces the coded thought. Broadcasting the 

information with a magnetic code, arranges in 

hippocampus neurons, where it is amplified becoming 

available for furter use of many neurons connected with 

cortex. These are coded electromagnetic waves with 

characteristic frequences and wave lenghts, which other 

brain receives and reproduces. The reproduction is 

possible only if other person already has the 

information memorized according to M code, then, the 

sent coded electromagnetic wave induces resonance in 

receiving neurons and a stronger coded magnetic flux 

appears producing coded micro-current impuls, which 

in gigantic neurons (brain amplifiers - BA) gets 

amplified and it is thought information sent from one 

person and reproduced in another person's head, it is 

telepathy. 

 

Doctors Diseased in AMF 
By wrong learning, wrong interpretations and 

opinions may occur, manifested by paranoic behavior. 

An example of mind indoctrination are 5 psychiatrists 

in Psychiatric Clynics diseased, after working lots of 

years with psychiatric patients in anomalous magnetic 

field (AMF). They got the same illness as their patients. 

By strong magnetic induction, in diseased CNS AMF, 

they magnetised doctors' neurons, so they got the same 

disease. 

 

Human Indoctrination of Belief in God 

Another interesting example is mind 

indoctrination with religion. Esotheric interpretation of 

life appearance after death is a delusion because of 

ignorance and misunderstanding of organism 

functioning and life appearance on Earth. It is necessary 

to say that gods are invented by people in order to 

protect them on various locations on Earth, that is why 

various deities appeared and people's behavior because 

of lack of communications among them and various 

religious paranoid habits with religious delusions, they 
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also brought frequent religious conflicts and wars, what 

is obvious even today. Great example of paranoid 

behaviour are some religious convictions created by 

mind indoctrination from childhood in religious objects 

by religious teachers. We are witnesses that these 

convictions may be stronger than parental instinct 

which appears in bran regions for inborn instincts. It is 

clear how these convictions occur by repeating in minds 

about life creation and its lasting after death. Because of 

this, it is necessary to educate people by simple moral 

doctrines which can be done in religious objects, from 

childhood onwards. All mind abilities should direct in 

scientific way of life span extention and give very 

important suggestions of limiting procreation, because 

Earth cannot feed infinite number of people. It should 

be pointed that science has already extented human life 

duration, what in the future will be even more. 

 

Cardiovascular diseases are the most frequent 

cause of illnesses and mortality, then come malignant 

causes, also, diseases as diabetes effects, considered by 

official science as devastating. About CVD and diabetes 

is said all that should be known [4, 9, 10]. It should be 

explained that malignant diseases causes are AMF and 

variable magnetic fields in life environment [7]. 

 

Mistakes about Cancer Cause Interpretation 

Following is presenting official medical 

science errors concerning malignant diseases causes: 

how has wrong conclusions that radiactive radiation 

(depleted uranium) causes cancer appearance. So, all 

radioactive elements and substances are paramagnetics, 

meaning that, concentrated, they increase EMF 

intensities and create AMF, also, radiactive radiation is 

increased and, if a person sleeps in the typically 

cancerogenous AMF, gets that disease easily. 

Statistically, it has been found that in an increased 

radioactive radiation (Nagasaki, Hiroshima) there are 

more cancer appearances, what is true, and this is why. 

In these places gama radioactive radiation is increased 

and there are lots of AMF. Cancer appears only when 

paraoncogen, by mutation, becomes oncogen. This 

happens due to higher gama radioactive radiation 

concentration (concentration of gama quantum 

elementary micro particles) and gama quantums, by 

impacts into hydrogen DNA connections (a weak 

chemical connection - easily disconnects) get 

disconnected. Since there is AMF rotating a part of 

structural formula because of the known magnetic 

rotation of substances chemical formula and so, 

oncogen may appear, which becomes cancer and starts 

endless division. It is clear how has science come to a 

delusion, so that radioactive radiation has been accused 

to be cancer appearance cause. AMF is cancer cause 

and nothing else.  

 

This example is similar to a wrong explanation 

about melenoma on skin after sun bathing, what will be, 

in details, explained further in this text. A well-meaning 

note about official medical science mistakes is pointed. 

By this statement an important fact for people's health is 

pointed, because sun radiation ultraviolet (UV) is 

wrongly considered as cause of skin melanoma as well 

as some tumors, what is wrong. How have these 

mistakes occured, explanation is following. By 

sunbathing skin gets higher temperature and after 

sleeping in a bed with AMF, skin temperature dicreases 

up to natural level, and AMF becomes stronger and on 

skin appears strong body thermoremanent 

magnetization (TTRN) which is stronger than the 

mentioned BVM what enables skin melanoma 

appearance. Conclusion is to eliminate AMF from bed 

and melanoma will never appear. It is not necessary to 

talk about great benefit from sunbathing that creates D 

vitamin, which is already known for its usefulness. 

Today we are aware that there are more and more bone 

joints diseases and breaking, especially with older 

people, and the cause is not enough of sunbathing, that 

is necessary to do it often but only, it is repeated, to 

sleep and spend time in natural EMF.  

 

How does Aging Occur and Why 

To understand why older people get all 

diseases more easily than young ones, proofs that MP 

rule among molecules in cells should be understood. A 

work is published clearly pointing to existance of 

magnetic forces among molecules in cells, also explains 

a mother cell division and breathing [2, 6, 8]. In official 

literature about cell's division it is stated that 

chromosome chromatids suddenly start moving in 

opposite directions, and it is within cells division 

construction. Biology states that it is not known why 

chromatids suddenly move in opposite directions and 

which energy enables it [2, 6, 7]. The force making 

chromatids to go away from each other is only EMF. 

EMF magnetizes chromatids by the same kind of 

magnetisation because telomeres on each chromatid end 

is of the same chemical compound, i.e. the same 

nucleotides (TTAGGG), noting that with each cell 

division, because MP ages, nucleotides peel off 

(dicrease mass in nucleus). It is known that cell's 

magnetisation center is in nucleus, and a bit less 

magnetization is in other organelles, too. Since MP are 

additive, each cell has magnetizaton, mostly, depending 

upon nucleus size, and, a bit less, upon other organelles, 

too. It is known that nucleus is the largest in CNS 

neurons, because cytoplasm is thin or there is none. 

These neurons' dimensions enable coded magnetization, 

representing memory, and some memory association of 

the memorized induces in neurons resonance, what is 

the memorised reproduction. All this is thoroughly 

presented in Literature 1 and 3. 

 

With great number of divisions cells MP get 

smaller, being manifested as reduced metabolism that is 

performed under the influence of magnetic forces, 

which with aging get weaker [6, 8]. With aging, 

organism's immune system cells MP dicreases, so, 
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organism's defence against intruder weakens [5]. Every 

cell has maximal divisions number and, finally, it dies, 

what is organism aging, ending with death.  

 

Blood vessels are, also, affected by aging, for 

instance, arteries with aging become stiffer, less elastic 

and their volume reduces, bringing less food and 

oxygen to cells, what, also, is aging manifestation. 

During general organism's aging, arteries change 

making blood vessels rigid and less elastic [2, 4], 

mostly, because lipids (a kind of fat components) 

acummulate, especially, cholesterol (LDL) in internal 

membrane of artery (intima). In later phase occurs 

calcium salts deposition, as well as connecting tissue 

flourishing, all contributing that artery becomes non-

elastic, so it can be stated that arteriosclerosis is a 

normal phenomenon concerning aging, and it starts, 

usually, after 40 developing slowly in accordance with 

entire organism aging, and is not considered to be a 

disease [12]. With natural arteriosclerosis, blood vessels 

clogging increases, reducing their volume and supply 

with oxygen and nutrition in all cells. It is all aging 

manifestation. In essence, these are miniature magnetic 

domains that are taken into the body with food and have 

paramagnetic properties induced in EMF and stick 

mostly to the internal spaces of arterial blood vessels, 

which cannot be avoided but only slowed down by diet 

and physical activity [12]. This work author notes 

"indeed it can be prevented, only, with appropriate 

experiments should succeed". As this statement proofs, 

there is a clear twin brothers example, one of which is 

cosmonaut. This will be thoroughly presented.  

 

Causes and Mechanisms of Aging are Diseases 

Shortening Life, as Official Science Suggests 

As many world scientists state the basic aging 

cause is organism's deformation being in the magnetic 

material compound of cells where DNA 

(deoxyribonucleic acid). It brings deformation 

development in diseases connected with aging: cancer, 

immunity disorder and autoimmune diseases, all cardio-

vascular pathologies, brain function disturbances, i.e. 

nervous system (mental disturbances), dicrease of 

thinking abilities (Alcheimer disease), diabetes melitus, 

arthritis (joints inflammation). All the mentioned 

diseases are AMF from external environment results. 

Noting that in old age, cells nuclei's MP are rather worn 

out, i.e. reduced, therefore, AMF with lower intensities 

can cause mentioned diseases. The most recent medical 

conclusion that the mentioned diseases are increasing, 

especially, CVD with younger people, what was not the 

case in the past, but causes are AMF in living 

environment, what this work makes clear. 

 

Aging process, mostly, affects cardio-vascular 

and nervous system. By cholesterol, calcium and other 

paramagntics accumulation in blood vessels, 

representing aging process, causing supply of various 

organs cells with blood, tissues with nutrition materials 

dicrease and, also, excretion of worn out metabolites 

from cells. Nervous system is the most sensitive to this 

waste material accumulaton, which requests continual 

supply with oxygen, glucose, calcium and other matters. 

 

Today, it certainly can be stated that the main 

reason of aging is magnetic intermolecular forces 

dicrease in cells. Our entire inheritance is written by 

magnetic code in DNA molecule which has double 

spiral form and is located in chromosomes in cell's 

nucleus, what means that all biochemical reactions in 

organism are written according to magnetic code in 

DNA, (representing magnetic complex - sequences 

construction connected with magnetic code building 

nucleotides and genes). 

 

To make this clear, it is necessary to study 

Literature [5]: "Cause of Autoimmune Disease 

Anomalous Magnetic Fields", Journal of Pharmacy and 

Pharmacolongy, New York, USA, 2016. When this 

work is thoroughly studied and understood it will be 

clear how does immune system functon and how do 

autoimmune diseases appear. It will, also, be clear how 

to eliminate corona virus, which is dangerous for life of 

people in AMF from environment. AMF is dangerous 

for health because viruses MP and AMF are additive, so 

immune system cells die too much and virus is difficult 

to eject from organism, while to eliminate AMF is easy. 

 

To repeat: virus has its magnetic properties 

(MP) being created in EMF, and by entering a host cell 

that, also, has its own MP in balance with other cells 

MP, and with the virus according to MP law 

(additivity), virus and cell with two MP go out of 

balance and leukocytes attack to destry them (immune 

system law) – Is) [5]. Virus uses the host and penetrates 

the cell wall, only, with magnetic forces (viruses and 

cells). Virus's nuclear acid binds to receptors in the cell 

and takes over the necessary substances for metabolism 

by magnetic forces, then it becomes alive and replicates 

and increases the number and MP but Is certainly has 

the ability to destroy this group of replicated viruses 

with its leukocytes and macrophages larger number, this 

is a usual way of fight between viruses and organism. 

However, when there is AMF from external 

environment present, so additive MP are very high and 

Is with hard fight can destroy the intruders (because lots 

of leukocytes die).  

 

This is a brief information about Is and 

intruder fight. Based on the above, it is clear that, if 

attention is paid to AMF and it is eliminated, person 

usually recovers. It must be noted that in the case of 

cancer and CVD, which for their pathology first form 

BVM in an organ or part of an organ, it is much harder 

for Is to defeat the attacker (to study the literature on 

cancer and atherosclerosis) [7, 9]. Disease must be, by 

additional therapy, eliminated away from organism.  
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Virus Caused Tissue Death without Contact 

The following experiment with hermetically 

separated tissue by cells infected with a deadly virus is 

also very clear evidence. Results are impressive. Two 

identical tissues are kept in two vessels, hermetically 

separated. A deadly virus is injected into one tissue, 

killing the tissue cells after a long time. In the tissue, the 

deadly virus multiplies enormously in EMF, and builds 

coded magnetization of tissue cells. It is clear that a 

very strongly coded magnetization occurs in the tissue, 

which is with the typical code of that deadly virus. 

Then, the induced magnetic code of the deadly virus 

and cells tissue in healthy, hermetically separated, tissue 

encoded by induction magnetizes healthy tissue, which 

created a new deadly virus according to the magnetic 

code of the deadly virus, killing the healhy tissue. The 

experiment indicates that it is possible to act on the 

human CNS, where cells are neurons with naturally 

stronger M properties than other cells in the body, in 

both positive and negative forms that change behavior, 

what represents for the human organization a great 

scientific discovery, when properly used can direct 

behavior and work of each individual. This, already, 

exists in people as inborn instinct and religious 

indoctrination. 

 

Creation of Life on Earth Hypothesis 

This is a clear proof that in the similar way 

first RNA appeared and, through evolution, life on 

Earth has been created. "Official explanation on how 

the life appeared on Earth is not known..." Further text 

gives an additional life's origin explanation, only on 

Earth, because on this galaxy's other planets there are 

physical and chemical conditions for no life 

development. Additional explanation: By association of 

chemical elements with specific MP enabled by 

temperature. Temperature constantly changes and 

construction nucleotides MP in RNA change, great 

moving around occurs, what is metabolism, with main 

participants - K Na Ca etc. Chemical elements, by 

magnetic and electromagnetic connections (for instance, 

by covalent connections) build sequences which, 

according to the same principle, unite into nucleotides, 

then nucleotides, electromagnetically, connect into one-

chained RNA which builds own unique magnetic 

properties and, at the border, two magnetic fields, i.e. 

RNA and EMF magnetic fields concentrate small 

densities substances, which are chemically connected 

lipids, and build a membrane of one-chained RNA. 

Then, two-chained RNA easily appears in such a way 

that they connect, due to minimal (0) magnetizaton, 

which is around the RNA's middle scale, so centromere 

with two chromatides appear, where, with chemical 

connections, are binded nucleotides, constructing two 

DNA chans. Everything further evolution develops. 

Decisive role in further development of life's variety has 

Crossing over which functions through substances 

exchange due to EMF on DNA and RNA. In this way 

life on Earth has appeared, through first RNA up to 

today's numerous species.  

 

Fundamental Role of EMF in CNS Functioning 

Historically observed civilisations 

development on Earth as a planet, clearly noticed are 

locations with mostly developed civilisation reaches, 

appeared due to optimal EMF intensity for such kind of 

CNS development [1, 3]. History has recorded that the 

oldest civilisation was by rivers Tigris and Euphrates 

(Mesopotamian civilisaton), then younger Persian 

Empire), then Egyptian civilisation, then Greek culture 

dominates, after that Roman civilisation and, today, 

Western-European, American and Russian sciences are 

on the highest levels. All the presented clearly points 

that memorising occurs by coded magnetizaton of CNS 

neurons in EMF. EMF had, only, 2000 years ago, two 

times stronger intensity than today. The mentioned 

Earth geographical regions had optimal intensities for 

CNS development and that is why the mentioned 

civilisations reached the highest levels.  

 

Mental diseases appearance is product of 

electromagneti fields from environment [3]. It is 

presented how does paranoia appear as a disturbance. It 

will be presented how, in CNS neurons, wrongly 

memorized informations appear by coded magnetizaton, 

called paranoias. Through repeated informations, which 

are memorized by coded magnetization, with voltage up 

to 100 milivolts, and are ejected automatically, during 

exposure. The recently received information is accepted 

with 1-3 mili-volts [13]. It is necessary that this brief 

explanation of paranoia helps you to see scientific truths 

that mean life.  

 

It is known that cosmonauts in cosmic stations 

have big problem with memory because EMF intensity 

in cosmos is very much dicreased. Cosmonauts help 

themselves by writing down the past events and 

working tasks they do not to forget them. It is clear that 

lower EMF intensities lowers memory abilities, proven 

by experiments. Next facts confirm all the rest 

presented: A Nobel prize winner case is known in the 

world who discovered DNA structure. He gets in 

America a task to establish Institute for Genetics and, 

while selecting the staff to work in the Institute, by 

testing it is found that some people, born in genetically 

lower EMF, were intelectually weaker than people born 

in higher EMF intensities. He exposes this truth, but 

many people misunderstands it, accusing him of being a 

racist. It is pointed that the Nobel prize winner did not 

know this reason. 

 

During 30 years of EMF and AMF 

measurements in humans living spaces, it is noticed 

very clearly that natural EMF intensities, amounting to 

cca 44000 nT are optimal for pupils, students and 

scientific workers, too. In many year practice there are 

many proofs for this statement. Unfortunatelly, there are 
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many magnetic and electromagnetic bad effects on 

interpersonal relations, such as marriage relationships. 

While measurng magnetic and variable magnetic fields 

(electromagnetic), a great number of conflicts between 

married couples were located in high intensities of one 

or another field.  

 

Monozygotic Twin Astronauts, Exteriment in 

Cosmos and on Earth 

Monozygotic twins have the most similar 

genetic material because they are created by 

insemination of mother's one ovum with two 

spermatozoa genetically formed in the same EMF 

intensity. This gives them great similarity 

phenotypically and genotypically. It is clear that EMF 

intensities are the same with sperms because they are 

the most similar sequences and nucleotides, too. A 

mother's ovum is insaminated with these two 

spermatozoa. The zygote created, firstly, furrows 

without differentiation in EMF, to equalize magnetic 

properties of uterus and spermatozoa because 

extraneous tissue is in uterus, then, it will develop, by 

differentaton, into two fetuses, also, in the same EMF, 

what gives very similar organisms after brith. 

 

An experimnent with twin monozygotic 

cosmonauts is performed. This experiment has puzzled 

scientists in USA, but here is what it is about. 

Monozygotic twins have almost identical genetic 

material. One of the brothers spent a year in cosmos. 

Their telomeres dimensions were measured, which were 

identical (before one of them went to cosmos). One of 

them becomes astronaut and spends a year in cosmos, 

the other one lives normally on Earth. After returning 

from cosmos, changes of telemeres' dimensions are 

found in their lenght, being different between brothers. 

Also, found are different methylations in body cells. 

The cosmonaut got 5 cm taller than his brother who 

lived on Earth. Scientists, amazed, wonder why is it so 

and try to clear it up. This event's cause is totally logical 

and clear. Explanation is following: EMF in cosmos has 

lower intensity and with different variations than EMF 

on Earth's surface. Since EMF is a mother cell division 

into two baby cells promotor [2,7], it is clear that body 

cells division of the brother on Earth was quicker and 

more frequent than of the cosmonaut's body cells, 

whose division was slow (concerning time) and the 

division itself was very long. It is known that telomeres 

get shorter by each devision, so that cosmonaut's 

telomeres devided less times than his brother's on Earth, 

whose division was more frequent and faster. A logic 

conclusion is that cosmonaut's telomeres stay longer 

than the brother's on Earth. Therefore, the cosmonaut 

will be younger compared to his brother on Earth. 

Aging is fully explained in this work. It is noted that 

through cells division on Earth, entire organism ages 

faster, and in cosmos, where EMF has lower intensity, 

cells division is reduced and slow, that is why cells stay 

with longer telomeres and less atherosclerosis, meaning 

that organism ages more slowly and, therefore, 

cosmonaut looks younger. 

 

EMF has lower intensity and variations (?) in 

cosmos, so magnetic properties among cosmonaut's 

tissue cells and organs are smaller, so there comes 

expansion, i.e. distancing between organs and tissue of 

cells molecules. Bones densities are reduced. It is 

known that all materials density depends on EMF 

intensity. Stronger EMF gives higher tissue in organs 

density and vice versa. That is why a man in cosmos 

becomes taller compared to his twin broter on Earth. As 

for methylation in cells, it is clear, too. CH3, as a 

methyl group, is distinctly paramagnetic and in cosmos 

the cosmonaut's cells methylation is much rarer and less 

represented compared to his twin brother on Earth. This 

suggestion explains the differences between brothers 

after the cosmonaut's return from cosmos. 

 

Literature shows that after some time spent on 

Earth after returning from cosmos, telomeres lenghts 

got equal, what puzzled scientists as unexpected. The 

truth is that with the "rejuvenated" cosmonaut brother, 

now comes faster cells division in the Earth magnetic 

field and telomeres lenghts, after some time, get equal. 

Because, rejuvenated, i.e. longer telomeres get 

magnetized faster and devide more frequently (peel off 

faster) in EMF on Earth's surface, so they get equal with 

his brother's, who was not in cosmos, magnetic 

properties.  

 

Brief Information about MP in Physiology 

At the end of this work there is Literature list 

to be studied and understood in order to supplement and 

correct the knowledge from classical biology and 

medicine at schools and universities. When works from 

the Literature list are understood, it will be clear how 

has life on Earth appeared and how will it end, too. 

Some conclusions from published works are quoted 

which must be in biology and medicine textbooks: 1. 

EMF enables mother cell division into two baby cells. 

2. Breathing is enabled only by breather's magnetic 

properties (MP) (O2, erythrocyte, CO2 MP of nucleus), 

and not diffusion and partial gases pressure, as biology-

medical science states [2]. 3. Immune system functions 

due to leukocytes and intruders (viruses, bacteria, fungi, 

extraneous particle and dead cells) MP [5].  

 

Also presented are how do inborn instincts 

occur in humans (love for childbirth, hunger, thirst, sex 

etc) [3]. In CNS are centers for all functions. These 

centers neurons are codedly magnetized by EMF during 

creation (formation), already in uterus. Particular 

sensors of senses (sensory stimulations), after birth, 

produce micro-current impulses which in neurons of 

particular centers create, by resonant magnetic fields, 

recurrent micro-currents which are CNS response to 

internal and external stimulations (what is completely 

the same with memorized informations which, 
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automatically, return to our senses). These micro-

currents stimulate motoric functions of some glands to 

excrate substances for satisfying the inborn needs of 

organism and muscles to react to stimulations from 

centers for inborn instincts. It is important to know: 

Even before children are born love for certain job can 

be developed in them to do when they grow up, namely, 

persons can be formed with an inborn talent for various 

activities, but with a great work for doing such 

predicted activities, only in this way talents can be 

manifested.  

 

Brief Information on Pathology 

Given is explanation about autoimmune 

diseases (AID) appearance enabled by artificially 

enlarged EMF, called anomalous magnetic fields 

(AMF) [5, 7-9]. Then, explained is appearance of the 

hardest diseases, CVD, cancer and diabetes [7-9]. Every 

tumor appearance is caused, only, by AMF from 

external environment and variable magnetic field, also, 

from environment. CVD and diabetes appearance is due 

to, only, AMF.  

 

Cells Division is Limited by Aging, i.e. by MP 

All cells in organism divide under the 

influence of EMF. DNA chain is, also, exposed to 

division. A classic experiment with cells division is 

conducted on fibroblasts, relatively simple connective 

tissue cells. Fibroblasts are cartilage basis. 

Experimentally it is found that fibroblasts, separated in 

a culture out of organism and placed in optimal 

conditions, cannot divide more than 50 times. It is 

concluded that there is a magnetic limit for division, i.e. 

magnetizations and demagnetization number is limited 

by paramagnetic sequences age. During division 

process, molecules at the ends of chromosomes tear off, 

so that, at each end of chain, one molecule gets 

separated. It peels off because it has lost its MP power, 

what is necessary in double chained DNA [14]. It is 

clear that nucleus of dividing cells MP get smaller and 

smaller during division, meaning nucleus, i.e, cell's MP 

gets smaller. Particularly smaller MP of cells Is 

(leukocytes), so intruders with stronger MP easily 

create pathological conditions. With such long 

shortening and MP lowering inside cells MP, occurs 

cell's death. It is clear that cells division is limited and 

that, slowly, the whole organism approaches death. 

Literature states that spending magnetic code in DNA is 

the main reason of organism's aging and death. Even if 

there are no diseases for years, a human being would 

die because of spending gentic (magnetic) potential 

reserves, i.e. aging is MP weakening among molecules 

in a cell. Depending upon inherited magnetic factors, 

and with poorly pronounced AMF, which are the main 

cause of diseases, humans can live 94 – 110 years. 

Known record about human life lenght is 111 years. 

There are various texts about some people living 130-

150 years, what is not truth established by reliable 

scientific checks. 

Experiment Aiming to Prolong Humans Life 

Theoretically is clear how life can be 

prolonged, what is in the whole world researched and 

experimented. There are problems with telomeres 

peeling off prevention, allegedly, cancer appears, what 

is logical. It is known that cancer appears in AMF [6, 

7], and scientists experimenting with telomeres do not 

know it, and it is clear that cancer will appear because 

experiments are done in AMF. Essence is that MP with 

years get weaker and all functions get weaker, as 

immune system functioning by the use of leukocytes 

and intruders MP [5]. Conclusion is clear: in old age 

organism is defensively weak and that is why diseases 

may easily defeat it helped by AMF from external 

environment.  

 

Experiments for aging slowing aging are 

performed, but not so thoroughly because of financial 

means lack. This work author, with certainity, states 

that human life will be prolonged, because there, 

already, are clear proofs for it in a near future, what is 

minutely presented further in the text. It can be said that 

life interval of 94-110 years is a maximum time limit 

[13] bestowed to us by nature under the condition that 

we take care about our health and to avoid hard 

diseases, mentioned in the above text, produced by 

AMF. After thirty years of researching the mentioned 

diseases causes, it is concluded that the only causes are 

AMF and variable AMF. Conclusion is clear: if 

attention is paid to spend life in natural Earth magnetic 

field (EMF), over 90 years of life can be guaranteed, 

what, after 30 years of work this author has proven that 

there are persons he placed to live and work in natural 

EMF, 15 of them, all are still alive and have more than 

94 years of age, and it will be still observed.  

 

Atherosclerosis 

"Almost one half of people in USA and Europe 

die because of atherosclerosis." "Cardio-vascular 

diseases are leading cause of premature mortality in 

Serbia" [4, 9]. 

 

It should be noted that arterial pressure 

depends upon magnetic field from environment, 

because high AMF intensity in living environmnt 

hightens blood thickness, so, automatically, arterial 

pressure gets higher, and this burdens heart functioning, 

especially with old people.  

 

Atherosclerosis mechanism is not completely 

known. However, there are many theories. 

Atherosclerosis is process in internal part of arterial 

cells, occuring when fats, cholesterol, calcium and 

particles of cells elements accumulate (all 

paramagnetics) in arterial intimacy, forming solid 

structures called plaques. 
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Mechanisms of appearance, development and 

general process meaning of atherosclerosis still occupy 

scientists, because about this monster is stll not known 

everything.  

 

All the above is cited from literature and points 

to a necessity to present more clearly atherosclerosis 

cause, which has not been cleared, so far. Lots of 

healthy and diseased coronary circulation mechanisms 

are not explained, right these ambiguities, by knowing 

other scientific disciplines, will be cleared up.  

 

Literature states atherosclerosis cause: "High 

concentration of cholesterole in plasm in the form of 

low density lipoproteins (LDL) is the most important 

factor in atherosclerosis appearance" [12]. Lipoproteins 

LDL and high density HDL are paramagnetics, and 

official literature characterises LDL as the main cause. 

An explanation is given how it has come to this 

conclusion that LDL is the main factor in 

atherosclerosis appearance. "Atherosclerosis is large 

and medium arteries disease" [12].  

 

It should be remembered how does blood go 

through the mentioned arteries, i.e. blood conductivity 

through a blood vessel is blood flow through blood 

vessel for a givin pressure difference. "Very small 

diameter of a vessel changes change conductivity 

amazingly! Small diameter of blood vessel changes 

cause large changes in blood conductivity ability during 

laminar flow... Vessel's conductivity increases with the 

fourth degree of diameter" [12]. With vessel's diameter 

increase flow increases with diameter on the fourth 

degree (r on 4) and cells MP, constructing layered blood 

vessel, have collective micro-magnetization which 

decreases with radius on the fourth degree. More clearly 

said, with the fourth degree of distancing from blood 

vessel walls, MP effect upon blood weakens very 

quickly. When this is understood, it is easy to clear the 

"amazing conductivity", as well as laminal blood flow 

through blood vessel. MP in micro-world are quantum 

values (elementary magnetic particles are quantums) 

and that is why blood flow is laminar because 

elementary magnetic particles number with distancing 

from source (arterial blood vessels cells) decreases, i.e. 

decreases with r on 4. Since the fastest blood flow is in 

blood vessel's central part, intertia law does not allow 

cholesterole of higher density to stay closer to blood 

vessel's wall, while light cholesterole with magnetic 

(M) forces can slow down, even to accumulate in the 

space of strongest M forces, what produces M field's 

vectors stacking, usually, focused in blood vessel 

intimacy. LDL and calcium (distinct paramagnetic) 

accumulation points that magnetic forces are the only 

cause of atherosclerosis plaque. This is a natural process 

of arteries clogging, i.e. of atherosclerosis appearance 

and AMF from external environment presence the main 

pathological field.  

 

"Much less is known about lipoproteins with 

high density (HDL) function than about low density 

lipoproteins (LDL) function" [12]. It is believed that 

high density lipoproteins (for they have stronger 

paramagnetic properties) can, in fact, absorb cholesterol 

crystals (paramagnetics) "starting to deposit in arteries 

walls" [12]. Explanation is following: Since HDL is of 

higher density, i.e. larger mass, so it has stronger MP, 

and moves, according to inertia law, along the middle of 

laminar blood flow, with its M attracting forces absorbs 

cholesterol crystals brought by blood current takes from 

the place of possible atherosclerosis creation and in 

such way, helps protection against arteries diseases. The 

present AMF speeds all this up and atherosclerosis 

pathology type appears, what can endanger life. 

 

Should be repeated: AMF from external 

environment is cancer and CVD cause, what is the 

greatest cause of getting diseased and mortality both in 

the world and in Serbia [2, 7, 4, 8]. It is interesting to 

point out that in Serbia with CVD within a month die 

cca 4300 persons (144 a day). It is known that with 

corona virus within two and a half month died 130 

persons. Compared within two months of CVD 8600 

and during same time 130 of corona. It is not incorrect 

to repeat that 8600 is an alarming number, but nobody 

reacts, it is only repeated that risk factors are 

responsible. For more that 30 years I have been writing 

scientific works, but about this paradox everybody 

keeps silent. To remove AMF from dwelling places is 

easy and it would drastically decrease getting disease 

and mortality with CVD and malignant diseases, as well 

as with corona virus. That is why help is requested from 

the competent ones to eliminate AMF from living 

spaces. 
 

Immune System and Autoimmune Diseases  

Everything in EMF has MP. So, all cells 

macromolecules have their magnetization. Living 

organisms appear in EMF and all cells in organs and out 

of organs form with balanced intermolecular, i.e. 

intercelular, magnetic forces, meaning that they 

function according to homeostatic M mechanism 

aiming to maintain a healthy life originated in natural 

EMF.  

 

Work of immune system is explained and 

appearance of autoimmune diseases due to natural EMF 

[5]. Immune system function is a defending system of 

organism, with its own immunity and immune response, 

protects organism against extraneous microorganisms 

(viruses, bacteria, fungi and parasites) and their 

chemical substances (toxins) and against its own dead 

cells. Generally, immunity is immune system reaction 

to extraneous substances both to microorganisms and 

macromolecules (proteins and polysacharides). Is are 

cells and molecules engaged in immune response 

representing a collective coordinated Is response to 

extraneous agents. 
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There are two Is components - nonspecific or 

inborn, which is the first line of organism's defense and 

reacts in the same way to every harmful agent, there is 

specific or acquired immunity, developing in contact 

with harmful agent. These two components 

supplemnting each other with ther MP, and they are Is 

foundation in defense against intruder. On the basis of 

immune reaction nature it can be devided into humoral, 

made of antibodies excrated by B lymphocytes and 

effector circulating proteins, and cellular made of T 

lymphocytes, phagocytes an NK cells (killer cells). All 

these cells originate from stem cells in bone marrow, 

with higher density, so Is cells appear with increased 

MP. Basic function of defensive cells is to destroy 

intruders with magnetic forces so that T lymphocytes 

could have balanced MP with other body cells go 

through thymus where macrophages, with own 

magnetic forces, destroy T lymphocytes which have 

amplified MP, compered to all cells antibodies in body, 

they are 90%, and only 10% satisfies general 

homeostasis principle (magnetically balanced cells) in 

organism, what is intermolecular and intercellular 

magnetic balance. B lymphocytes have antibodies on 

membrane with balanced MP in each tissue, ready, if 

antigens (extraneous agents with higher MP) appear, 

then antibodies unlink from B lymphocytes and, with 

magnetic forces, destroy antigens, like T lymphocytes 

do.  

 

Entire metabolism in organism functions due 

to cells, tissues and organs MP [6, 8]. Also, intruders 

(viruses, bacteria, fungi, toxins, extraneous tissues and 

own worn out - dead cells) have magnetization because 

they have originated in EMF. By intruders' with MP 

entering into organism they sum up with cells (of host) 

MP tissue, in that way MP stronger than naturally 

balanced cells appear. Leykocytes are attracted by cells 

with strenghtened MP and they act, with their M forces, 

upon every intruder aiming to, in various ways, prevent 

their harmful effect, what is Is work [5]. Worn out - 

dead cells have lost heathing energy production, they 

cool off and get higher MP, Is cells act upon them as 

they are intruder. When it happens that additional AMF, 

whose genesis is exogenesis, increase some cells of 

organism MP, so that MP get out from magnetic 

balance compared with the other organism cells, then 

leukocytes, with their M forces, attack their own cells 

with increased MP, so AiD (autoimmune disease) 

appears. Briefly said: the very organism attacks its own 

cells having antigens with stronger MP than the 

balanced ones. This would be a brief information about 

Is work and AiD appearance [5]. Extraneous agents are 

protein molecules called antigens. These extraneous 

cells can be bacteria or viruses trying to destroy body 

integrity with their antigens. Is cells (T leukocytes and 

B leukocytes) attracted by M forces of these extraneous 

cells or antigens, destroy them. Each of these 

extraneous agents have separate identity set by amino 

acids, which construct its proteins, order. Since amino 

acids are available for proteins creation, there are 

numberless variations of antigens. 

 

Addition to explanation of immune system: 

Leukocytes, originated, as all blood, in bone marrow, 

function in body because they are in magnetic balance 

with all organism cells (magnetic homeostatic 

mechanism). Since every intruder (virus, bacterium, 

fungus or extraneous particle) has its MP, by entering 

the body, i.e. the host cell, for example the Corona virus 

in a lung cell, it binds with its receptors to a cell in the 

lung that has MO in metabolism and magnetic 

connections with the cell receptor, which all cells have, 

(as corona virus is with RNA). Virus is magnetically 

conducted into a cell that has enzymes to allow nucleic 

acid to replicate in RNA cytoplasm. RNA virus begins 

to replicate with magnetic forces, and with its magnetic 

code it takes over substances to build a new nucleic acid 

from the host cells. Then virus multiplies numerically 

because it begins to live with stronger MP. It is said that 

it disturbs the hemoglobin function, which with divalent 

Fe-magnetite is surrounded by a nitrogen (N) ring, very 

quickly because AMF is present from environment, so 

the host cell and the amplified virus have stronger MP. 

Organism starts to fight by temperature to destroy the 

intruder, but everything is weak for the host MP, 

multiplied virus and AMF from the external 

environment and that usually ends badly. 

 

Diabetes - Bad Metabolism of Glycose and Insulin 

Diabetes melitus is glycose and insulin bad 

metabolism in cells because they are produced but not 

used, so in blood content of glycose and insulin is 

increased and, therefore, blood MP increase, and in 

AMF easily occur all kinds of diabetes melitus, and 

with it health complications what in the work [11] are 

minutely explained.  

 

Diabetes is the most frequent endocrinological 

disturbance with over 190 million diseased, while 

World Health Organisaton estimates that, within twenty 

years, the number would increase to 330 million. 

Sceintists blame various risk factors, like overweight, 

which considerably increases the risk of diabetes type 2 

appearance, because triglycerides are on cell's surface 

(membrane) in larger number with fat people, release 

energy (highten temperature) on cell membrane where 

receptors for insulin, with magnetic forces bond 

glycose, so receptor's MP weaken (temperature reduces 

MP) and insulin resistance appear, i.e., diabetes type 2 

appears, what is a pritty much increase, cca 90%, with a 

grown up person. 

 

Official medical science connects many 

complications with diabetes patients, for instance, it 

states that blood vessels narrow down, or get blocked, 

than it can cause myocardial nfarction, stroke etc. All 

these official science statements are incorrectly 
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interpreted because the mentioned diseases cause is 

only AMF from environment [11]. To understand 

everything completely Lit. [11] should be studied. 

 

Why and how does diabetes type 1 appear as 

autoimmune disease, what has already been explained. 

Diabetes type 2, appears by insuline resistance, has 

been cleared up, too, and it also goes from fatness 

diabetes. As for effects of diabetes, it is minutely 

explained and proven by facts, that causes are only 

AMF and not increased glycose in blood, which only 

increases blood MP, so that even smaller intensity AMF 

may becomes pathological.  

 

This is a brief review of main scientific works 

enabling readers to understand everything, and, also, 

opens new views on how does life function, why 

diseases occur, how to treat and prevent them. 

 

Statistics States that Younger People Get Diseases 

Recently, what was not Like that before 

It should be said how do MP look with young 

people. After birth humans grow up quickly, meaning 

that cells multiply quickly enabled by MP in cells which 

are strong and metabolism function enables growing, 

immune system functions perfectly, all being enabled 

by MP of young ones. It is already known that with old 

age MP get weaker. When all this is known, it is easy to 

understand why older people are less resistant to 

various diseases than younger ones. Official literature 

states that, recently however, young people get more 

easily diseased than before. 

 

The cause is because they are in AMF, and be 

sure, nothing else is the cause. It is obvious how much 

phones, fixed and mobile, earphones, computers, 

television sets, printers, and home furniture is more that 

90% with ferromagnetic and paramagnetic materials. 

Complete electrification of living space is great AMF 

and electromagnetic field generator, but nobody pays 

attention to it, so it is a real wonder that there are no 

more diseases. There are no more diseases because 

people move around a lot, so the appeared body viscous 

magnetization (BVM) located by AMF in an organ or 

its part, with body moving around dicreases quickly, 

i.e., disappears. Moving is great help in BVM 

decomposition in body, preceding an illness. Official 

risk factor is not moving, stated in science,too. But the 

attention is not paid that if one moves and lives and 

works in AMF, oftenly occurs heart infarct, oftenly 

ending with mortality, what happens to sportsmen 

sometimes. It is necessary to eliminate AMF from 

dwelling rooms and moving around, as other physical 

activities is good for everyone, prolongs life and slows 

down aging. It is necessary to add to this brief 

exposings with pathology appeared in AMF from 

external environment. All diseases (CVD, tumors, 

diabetes, mental disturbances asthma, nephritis) cause 

are AMF from external environment, what is 

thoroughly explained and documented in submitted 

works. It must be noted that official medical science 

connects the mentioned diseases with risk factors, what 

is incorrect because they are only effects of AMF 

present in living environment, as the given example 

about not enough moving as a risk factor. In brief, 

diseases cause are BVM in organism formed by AMF 

from environment, only then malignant disease or CVD 

appears. It is repeated, moving destroys BVM and that 

is why there is no disease regarding great number of 

AMF in people's living spaces. 

 

Smoking and Health 

By such opinion medical science is praised 

because a very large number of diseases are attributed 

to the risk factor of smoking, it only lacks an 

explanation as to why this is so, the explanation is 

following: nicotine, as a substance of tobacco smoke, 

has in the structural formula CH3 (methyl group) which 

is paramagnetic and enters into blood by smoking, so 

the blood gets increased MP (something similar to 

glycose). Media inform that smokers were more 

attacked by the corona virus than non-smokers. It is 

clear, because the blood of smokers has stronger MP 

and the virus acts quickly in AMF, this is 

understandable and it is necessary to quit smoking and 

AMF from the living space and there is no disease. This 

paper explains that the main pathological cause are 

large number of AMF and anything that increases the 

blood MP automatically increases the risk factor for 

various diseases appearance. This explanation satisfies 

the categorical attitude of medical science that smoking 

is very harmful for almost all diseases. 

 

Oxygen Transportation to all Body Cells 

An explanation must be added of how 

hemoglobin transmits O2 to cells throughout the body, 

because the official science has not fully explained for 

not understanding MP. It is known that Fe is surrounded 

by N (nitrogen diamagnetic) ring, which does not allow 

with its diamagnetic properties that O2 (two oxygen 

atoms, distinct paramagnetic) with magnetic force 

attach to Fe, because by entering cells through blood, no 

M forces could separate O2 from divalent iron, and 

from nitrogen ring cells magnetic forces easily overtake 

O2 and in chemical reactions liberates energy in a cell 

forming CO2 which is diamagnetic. M forces inside cell 

eject CO2 out of cell into venous blood. Through 

venous bloodstream into right heart, then though right 

artery into capillary and then into alveolus into which, 

by inspirium, enters O2 which capillaries, by M forces, 

bond with hemoglobine in erythrocyte and O2 through 

blood goes to left heart, which through arterial flow 

carries O2 to all cells in organism. CO2 from alveoles, 

by expirium, goes to atmospheric air. This should be 

explained by exact M forces, because official science 

seems not to aprove the ruling MP in bioscience.  
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Experiments in Psychiatric Clynic 

In order to show AMF influence on people, an 

experiment is performed with schizophrenic patients in 

a Psychiatric Hospital. One room with 10 beds was 

arranged so that everywhere is a natural EMF 

(ecological room) without AMF. Each month, ten 

patients slept and spent time in natural EMF. Before 

entering the ecological room, complete laboratory blood 

tests were performed, and after a month of staying in 

the ecological room, laboratory blood tests were 

performed again. In total 40 patients went through the 

ecological room within 4 months, by simple summing 

of all individual analyzes from ecological room and 

from the room with AMF separately, after comparison 

results were following: Calcium in the blood was four 

times higher in AMF, i.e., in the ecological room, 

calcium was four times lower in the blood, which 

indicates that there is no atherosclerosis in the 

ecological room and organism aging slows down. 

Isoenzyme (S-CK creatinine kinase) of the heart muscle 

is 4,5 times higher in AMF, being a diagnostic indicator 

of heart attack, it is clear why there is the most 

atherosclerosis in AMF, also the same isoenzyme is 

moderately increased in acute psychotic attacks in 

AMF, where mentally ill people are treated, the 

outcome is bad. Isoenzyme (S-LDH) serum lactate 

dehydrogenase is increased 3,7-fold in AMF and is an 

indicator of testicular stem cell cancer indicating that 

cancer cause is AMF. Bilirubin in AMF is 3.4 times 

higher in the blood, being erythrocytes destruction 

when anemia occurs, indicating that AMF is the cause 

of anemia. Potassium in the blood is 3.7 times higher in 

AMF, causing arrhythmias, usually the indicator of a 

pre-infarction condition. Other laboratory results are 

similar. The conclusion is that all patients with all 

diseases should be treated exclusively in natural EMF, 

and then the mortality of patients will be drastically 

reduced.  

 

It should be noted that the experts who 

followed the experiment results did not notice anything 

during the data processing and as you can see the results 

are very good and instructive. The above conclusion is 

also valid for the action of virus corona in the body 

where AMF are present.  

 

These experiment laboratory results from the 

hospital with mentally ill people will be compared with 

the laboratory results of patients with corona virus who 

are being treated in AMF. Some analyzes results of 

patients with the virus, based on media informations, 

are very similar, such as anemia in all, leukocytes are 

reduced, cardiac arrhythmia is similar, the media 

reported that the temperature kills the corona virus, 

which makes sense because the viruse's center has high 

MP, and high temperature is a possible help in fighting 

the virus. The remark is: it was not possible to get the 

results of laboratory blood analyzes of the patients with 

corona virus, because the officials said that they did not 

have those results, or did not want to give them. 

Immune system cells are known to have much smaller 

number of leukocytes in elderly patients and are 

weakened by MP, reducing the surviving ability with 

diseased by corona virus. With younger patients, the 

number of leukocytes is higher and MP are stronger, as 

already mentioned, so the body's defense is better 

because the M forces of leukocytes can prevent the 

progression of the disease and that is why younger 

people, as they say, get less diseased. Recently, 

however, corona virus disease has been increasingly 

attacking young people, as media inform, and this is a 

clear cause that has been shown when explaining why 

more and more young people are suffering from CVD, 

what was shown and explained earlier. The same 

explanation applies to corona virus. It should be 

emphasized that people, out of ignorance, make a lot of 

mistakes in relation to AMF from the external 

environment, which should not be forgotten because 

they accelerate all pathological events with a diseased 

one. Unfortunately people don’t know that it should be 

removed. This work requests the authorities to remove 

artificial AMF and will be more successful in treating 

the current disease. We have heard from the media that 

most often the corona virus attacks erythrocytes in the 

lungs, i.e., hemoglobin and O2 transfer to a cell is 

reduced, and natural respiration cannot provide O2 to 

cells, so O2 is artificially delivered to cells, but the most 

important thing is to remove the present AMF because 

they are always an obstacle to organism functioning. 

For everything presented, the author is willing to 

personally help in the work of anyone who wants to 

hear, because this is a new approach to human health 

for biology and medicine. 

 

It must be emphasized again that only CVD, 

malignant diseases and diabetes end many lives in the 

world and in Serbia. It has already been said that in 

Serbia about 4300 people die from CVD in a month, 

and it is all the fault of AMF, and not the risk factors 

that are only the consequence of the present AMF from 

the environment.  

 

The author wants to inform you that he is 

invited from all over the world to send his scientific 

papers to publish them in the scientific journals without 

financial participation. He was invited to give lectures, 

to be the scientific papers reviewer, and to preside 

conferences, what the author refused because he did not 

speak English, but waned all these scientific discoveries 

to be available to the whole world and the country of 

Serbia. But for 30 years the authorities are silent 

because of their misunderstandings of MP and 

insufficiently studied pathological factors.  

 

This work is provoked by the appearance of 

the Corona virus in the world and in our country, but 

also by the Journal of Pharmacy and Pharmacology 
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editorial board request from New York, NY 10989, 

USA, because ignorance of biological-medical science 

is seen. That is why the author asks you not to act 

according to the law of inertia, imposed to you by 

somewhat a bit indoctrinated education. In your brains, 

everything is memorized with 100 microvolts [13] and 

new information is remembered with 1 to 3 microvolts 

[13], so turn logic on. You are able to show all the 

people of the world that AMF should be eliminated 

from the living spaces, and then it is easy to cure any 

disease caused by AMF, so the corona virus, too. 

 

CONCLUSION 
Well-intentioned information. A brief 

suggestion for biology and medicine: you lack a lot of 

knowledge about the influence of Earth's magnetic 

fields on life origin on Earth and information about the 

end of life on our planet. I repeat, there is clear evidence 

that the end of life will be in about 1500 years, based on 

satellite observation of EMF intensity which is getting 

weaker and will very quickly reach 0, meaning, there is 

no division of a mother cell, what is proven by Russian 

scientists, that EMF 0 (zero) stops cells division. It is 

known that there is no magnetic field on Venus, so there 

is no life there, to seek life on this planet is a waste of 

time and money, and that fate certainly awaits our 

Earth. It is only possible to master the knowledge in 

order to artificially maintain a magnetic field that would 

prolong life. 

 

It is, also, possible to influence aging in order 

to prolong life. If the event with a twin cosmonaut 

brother is understood, life conditions from cosmos 

could be simulated, what would mean rejuvenation.  
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